Developing a practical speech recognizer for a low resource language is challenging, not only because of the (potentially unknown) properties of the language, but also because test data may not be from the same domain as the available training data.
INTRODUCTION
There is usually a lack of in-domain training data for low resource languages, but it is often easier to collect audio data from a different domain for training for eg. using scripted speech (religious audio books), broadcast news or conversation speech. This data may often not match the required domain of the original test data. Such out-of-domain audio might have different speaking styles, channels, background noise etc. Deep Neural Networks (DNN) based speech recognizers can be quite sensitive to such data mismatches and can fail completely when tested on unseen data.
Data Augmentation has been found to be quite useful in these cases [1] . This technique can be used to produce variations of training data that match the acoustic conditions of the evaluation data. Recently, the authors in [2] built a robust model aimed at performing well in mismatched data conditions. They employed various techniques like data augmen- * Equal Contribution tation, time delay neural networks and i-vectors to deal with late reverberations, unseen channels and speaker variability.
However, for scenarios like DARPA's LORELEI project [3] , which require rapid development of ASR systems on low resource languages, these post-processing steps are a dispensable overhead, and there is instead a need for domainnormalizing features which can be extracted in advance and used cross-lingually or multi-lingually depending on the amount of data available in the language provided.
In this paper, we take an English ASR model which has been trained to perform well in various reverberation settings for multiple different domains of speech and use it to extract "domain invariant" features for training models in Turkish. We demonstrate that this cross-lingual transfer of features makes the model robust towards speaking style and channel variability by showing significant improvement in the ASR performance for cross-domain experiments, i.e., Broadcast News to Scripted Speech, Conversational Speech to Broadcast News. Interestingly, we also see considerable improvements for in-domain experiments, i.e., within Broadcast News and Conversational Speech, indicating higher quality features than filter banks and the feasibility of a future "domain invariant" feature extractor.
We focus on techniques that can be pre-computed and be adapted to a new language rapidly. The techniques that we discuss ensure that there is minimum language-dependent engineering or domain expertise needed to develop the speech recognizer. We begin by discussing various research directions that have been explored in the fields of robustness in ASR and low resource ASR development, and how our work compares with the existing research. We establish a baseline, explain the datasets used and outline the different domain mismatch scenarios that we explored. This is followed by qualitative visualization to explain the working of the domain normalizing features. We provide a detailed discussion on the performance of the acoustic model on various mismatch conditions, along with some diagnostic experiments.
RELATED WORK AND DATASETS

Related Work
Applying DNN-based speech recognition models on domain mismatched data has been one of the major problems in the speech recognition community. Several challenges including CHiME [4] , ASpIRE [5] and REVERB [6] have been proposed to facilitate creation of robust speech recognition systems under various acoustic environments. A large number of techniques have been proposed to overcome this issue, which can be largely classified into 3 categories: robust feature extraction, data augmentation and unsupervised domain adaptation. Robust Feature Extraction: While most speech recognition systems depend on filterbank or MFCCs as input features, it was demonstrated that using robust features could improve accuracy over unseen environment [7] . Some examples of such robust features are gammatone wavelet cepstral coefficients (GWCC) [8] , normalized amplitude modulation feature [9] and damped oscillator cepstral coefficient [10] .
In addition to applying each robust feature separately, fusing those robust features after encoding each using different CNNs was shown to improve performance significantly [7] . Another line of work has shown that extracting bottleneck features can be useful to increase recognition accuracy by using either denoising autoencoder [11] or RBM [12] . Data Augmentation: Data augmentation is an alternative way for improving the robustness of speech recognition. Augmenting data by different approaches enables the model to be prepared for unseen audio environments. There are various strategies to perform data augmentation. For instance, one study reported that augmenting the audio with different speed factors can be helpful for the model [1] . Adding noise or reverberation was also shown to make recognition more robust [13, 14] . Unsupervised Domain Adaptation: In addition, there has been work on unsupervised methods for adapting the neural network model to the test data acoustics. The authors in [15, 16] adapt their acoustic model to test data by learning an adaptation function between the hidden unit contributions of the training data and the development data. However, as pointed by [17] , these methods require reliable tri-phone alignment and this may not always be successful in a mismatched condition.
Recently, there has been a lot of work [17, 18, 19] using adversarial training to adapt to the target domain data in a completely unsupervised way. The authors in [18] and [19] use a gradient reversal layer to train a domain classifier and try to learn domain invariant representations by passing a negative gradient on classification of domains. The use of Domain Seperation Networks [17] has also shown significant improvements by having two separate networks: a domain invariant network and a network that is unique to the domain.
Although there has been a lot of relevant work towards ro-bustness to mismatched conditions, there has been very little work that shows its working on models trained using a sequence based criterion. Further, techniques like unsupervised domain adaptation and data augmentation either require information about the testing conditions or require presence of some test-domain data for adaptation. This makes these approaches expensive in terms of both time and expertise required, making them irrelevant for our use case. Thus, we have not compared our work to these approaches in our experiments.
Rapid Development of ASR: There have been a lot of projects that need rapid adaptation and development of ASR systems with little to no data [20, 21, 22] . There has been works that show that using the features from the bottleneck layer of a large multilingual model [23, 24, 25, 26] or transferring weights from a pre-trained ASR [27, 28, 29, 30] can improve recognition and convergence of ASR in low resource languages. Capturing speaker and environment information in the form of i-vectors [31] has been shown to be useful for adaptation of neural networks [22, 32] . However, most of these methods are trained using conventional HMM/DNN systems which requires careful crafting of context dependent phonemes and can be time consuming and expensive.
Recently, [33, 34] studied these behaviours in sequence based models. Authors in [34] showed how phonological features can be exploited to have faster development of ASR. Authors in [33] showed that in a multi-lingual setting, it is beneficial to just train on large amounts of well-prepared data in any language. They also showed that including different languages introduced the model to various acoustic properties which helped the model generate better language-invariant features, thereby improving the cross-lingual performance.
Although most of this prior work looked at cross-lingual aspects of development of low resource ASR, the issue of domain mismatch between training and testing data has not been addressed. In this paper we look at how we can build sequence based ASR models for low resource languages where there is a domain mismatch in the data which is available for adaptation to the language.
Datasets
We use three datasets for this work: Turkish Conversational dataset (Conversational Speech), Turkish Scripted dataset (Scripted Speech) and Turkish Broadcast News dataset (Broadcast News).
Turkish Conversational dataset and Scripted dataset are part of the Babel corpus provided by the IARPA Babel Program (IARPA Babel Turkish Full Language Pack IARPA-babel105b-v0.5).
This contains telephone conversation speech recorded at 8khz. To build Conversational Speech systems, we use the standard Full Language Pack provided along-with the dataset (around 80 hours of training data). The dataset also comes with Scripted Speech audio which is recorded by providing prompt sheets to speakers, and asking them to read some text or answer a short question. Since the Turkish Scripted Dataset is small and mismatched to the other corpora, we use it for testing only. While testing our models, we do not score on human noises and silences to allow cross-domain testing of the models.
The Broadcast News corpus (LDC2012S06, LDC2012T21) has approximately 130 hours audio from Voice of America (VOA) in Turkish. The data is sampled with 16kHz originally, and it was down-sampled to 8kHz for our experiments. About 5 % of the data is randomly selected as the test set. This data is a public subset of the data used in [35] , so the results are not directly comparable.
PIPELINE
We use CTC-based Sequence Models decoded with WFSTs to train our ASR systems, as detailed in [36] . The target labels are generated using a common grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) library [37] that we use to maintain uniformity of phonemes across datasets, allowing us to do cross-domain experiments. We start this section by briefly explaining the baseline setup and the G2P library, followed by the explanation of the ASpIRE Chain Models [2] (built for the ASpIRE challenge) along with its advantages and how we use it to extract domain invariant features to train our CTC-based models.
Baseline Features and Epitran G2P Library
Baseline Input Features: For the baseline experiments we use the basic features used in EESEN [36] , 40 dimensional filterbank features along with their first and second order derivatives and 3 pitch features. We also apply mean and variance normalization to the features for each speaker. Model Structure: As done in [33] we use a 6 layer Bi-LSTM model with 360 cells in each direction with a window of size 3. Each utterance is sub-sampled with a stride of 2 frames to make 3 equivalent copies of the same utterance. They are trained using the CTC loss function described in [36] . Target Labels: To maintain uniformity of the target labels across all the Turkish datasets, we use the Epitran [37] grapheme-to-phoneme library to generate lexicons for the words present in the training, development and test set. To verify that the lexicons generated by the Epitran system are reasonable, we compute WER on each of the datasets. A WFST based decoding was performed using a language model that was built on the training data (lowest perplexity language models was chosen between 3-gram and 4-gram models) and acoustic model output was scaled with the priors of the phonemes in the training data. Table 1 shows the Phoneme error rates (PER) and the corresponding Word error rates (WER) on baseline models built on Turkish Babel Dataset and Turkish Broadcast news data. Going forward, we will analyze the trends in phoneme error rate, which is a good measure of the success of the acoustic-only adaptation performed in this paper. This would also avoid any kind of re-scoring of phoneme sequences done using the language model.
ASpIRE Chain Model
Originally developed in response to the IARPA ASpIRE challenge [5] , and trained on augmented English Fisher data [2] using a TDNN architecture [38] , the ASpIRE model 1 is robust against various acoustic environments, including noisy and reverberant domains. Proposed Input Features: Since the ASpIRE model is supposed to do well in mismatched conditions, following the ideas from [33] , we want to use the internal features of the English trained ASpIRE chain model to rapidly develop a Turkish CTC based ASR and test for its robustness, which has been explained in detail in the following section.
We use the same model structure as the baseline model, except, we keep a window of size 1 to decrease the training time of the model. Further, the effect of the window size on the result is less prominent when using the domain robust feature extraction technique discussed below.
DOMAIN ROBUST FEATURE EXTRACTION
As the previous section suggests, the ASpIRE chain model is robust to noisy and reverberant environments. We expect that features from the pre-trained ASpIRE model can be helpful when testing on unseen domains even under a cross-lingual settings.
To extract the ASpIRE feature from the TDNN layers, we first prepare the input features into a pre-trained ASpIRE model. 40-dimensional Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) are used as the main input features to the ASpIRE model. Then 100-dimensional i-vector is appended to each frame, which can capture information of both speaker and environment.
The TDNN architecture used in the ASpIRE chain model is a 5 layer sub-sampled TDNN network. TDNN0 layer is directly connected to the input layer which splices frames from t − 1 to t + 1 for time step t. We write {−1, 0, 1} as the We can see that the features become normalized across domains after passing through the ASpIRE model. To visualize this in a 2D space 10000 frames were randomly selected from each of the three datasets and reduced to 2 dimension using Principle Component Analysis (PCA).
context window for this layer. The TDNN1 layer uses one more future frame, and its context window is {−1, 0, 1, 2}.
The subsequent three TDNN layers (TDNN2, 3, 4) share the same context window {−3, 0, 3}. Finally, the last TDNN layer (TDNN5) uses {−6, −3, 0}. In total, each frame after TDNN5 layer has 17 frames as its left context and 12 frames as the right context.
In our experiments, we explore activations of TDNN3 layer as we observed that it achieved the best WER when compared to the other layers in the cross-lingual adaptation setting. We believe this could be possible because shallow layers such as TDNN1 or TDNN2 might not have learned informative acoustic features that are independent of the input domain. On the other hand, the later layers could be too adapted to the target language and the target domain condition and thus not suitable for cross-lingual and domain mismatch scenarios. For example TDNN5 layer has a context of {−6, −3, 0} which was added to handle reverberations [38] .
To investigate robustness of the TDNN3 activations, in Figure 1 , we visualize its distribution on various domains of Turkish datasets that we have and compare it qualitatively with the baseline input features. We also visualize the input to the ASpIRE chain model and show how by the 3rd TDNN layer the model learns to normalize the domain mismatch.
The TDNN3 layer activations have very similar distributions for the three corpus which motivates us towards using it as a robust "domain invariant" feature extractor.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Proposed Approach
We investigate the performance of the domain robust ASpIRE features in a model of window size 1 and compare them with systems trained using baseline input features (filter banks). We train separate models on both Conversational Speech and Broadcast News and evaluate them using the other 2 datasets, along with Scripted Speech. This evaluation helps us understand the robustness of our model and its ability to recognize speech of unseen environments.
Our results are summarized in We can see that these features help in both in-domain and out-of-domain setting. We see a relative improvement 15.5% for Broadcast News and 5.5% for Conversational Speech when testing on the same dataset. This corroborates the indomain adaptation improvements shown in [33] , and we thus believe that a well trained ASpIRE model is a good starting point for adaptation.
As expected, the gains on cross-domain experiments are much larger and more significant. We see a relative improvement of 29.0% PER when testing a Conversational Speech Model on Broadcast News and a relative 47.8% PER improvement when testing a Broadcast News system on Scripted Speech. Other cross-domain systems also show improvements of around 15% relative. These results show strong indication that using these ASpIRE activations crosslingually can generalize well to adapt a new low resource language in different domains.
Diagnostic Experiments
To understand the gains that come from the cross-lingual transfer, we performed an experiment by using data augmentation and i-vector components (key-factors towards Table 2 . Phoneme Error Rates (% PER) using different datasets. Two features are evaluated here: CMVN filterbank + pitch with window size 3 and cross-lingual ASpIRE features from the TDNN3 layer. Each model is trained with either conversational speech or broadcast news, and then tested using all three datasets to show their ability of adapt to a new environment. The colored corpus in the first row denotes the test dataset, and the second column is the training dataset.
Model
Conversational robustness as mentioned in [2] ), and applying them to our baseline model. The results are shown in in Table 3 (notable improvements in bold).
Data Augmentation
For this experiment we follow the data augmentation procedure in [2] by creating multi-condition training data by using a collection of 7 datasets, (RWCP [39] , AIRD [40] , Re-verb2014 [41] , OpenAIR [42] , MARDY [43] , QMUL [44] , Impulse responses from Varechoic chamber [45] ), to get different real world room impulse responses (RIR) and noise recordings. Three different copies of the original dataset were created with a randomly chosen room impulse response. Noise was added when available with randomly chosen SNR value between 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 dB. The 3 copies along with the original copy was used to train a model with baseline filterbank features with a window size of 3. As per the results in Table 3 , we note that the Broadcast News system tested on Scripted Speech improves by 15% relative PER w.r.t. to baseline system shown in Table 2 . Other cross-domain systems don't show any notable improvements. We believe that this may be because data augmentation is meant to simulate the testing conditions and we did not use any such prior information while creating the augmentations. 
i-vectors
For this experiment, we use the same background model as that of the pre-trained ASpIRE model to extract i-vectors for each sub-speaker (6000 frames of a single speaker is called a subspeaker) in the dataset, as getting reliable background model and training a good i-vector can be difficult for "real" low-resource languages. As per the results in Table 3 , we see that i-vectors did not see any notable improvements in performance. However, it had a big drop when testing the Broadcast News system on Scripted Speech. We think that this maybe be because of using ASpIRE background model to extract i-vectors and it maybe a better idea to train them from scratch. The diagnostics show that techniques like data augmentation and i-vectors need to be prepared carefully and require a lot of tuning in the development data before it actually becomes helpful. Therefore for scenarios like LORELEI, where rapid prototyping is needed, this maybe to difficult to tune.
Decoding using a matched Language Model -LORELEI Simulation
The described approach responds to the requirements of the DARPA LORELEI (Low Resource Languages for Emergent Incidents) program. Using the robust feature extractor, it is possible to rapidly develop a speech recognition system in an "incident' language, even if there is significant channel mis-match between available training data and the test data. In past NISTs LoReHLT evaluations, 2 we found that for practical systems, channel and domain mis-match is a significant problem, which is ignored by existing cross-and multilingual training work. For the 2018 LoReHLT evaluation, the authors built two speech recognizers (for Kinyarwanda and Sinhala) within about 24 hours, using "available' and minimal (or modest) data resources. A description of these systems will be submitted to a later conference, as soon as analysis of the evaluation results has concluded. On our internal test set, we found that the robust feature extractor described in this paper was similarly effective for the two LoReHLT 2018 languages (where only clean training and development data from few speakers was available, while the test data consists of broadcast material), as for Turkish. To get an estimate of the overall improvement in the word error rate, we can simulate a LORELEI-like scenario by using our Conversational Speech model to decode Broadcast News with an in-domain language model. Table 4 shows that the WER goes down considerably (30% relative improvement) after using the domain robust ASpIRE TDNN3 layer features.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a simple yet effective approach to improve domain robustness in low-resource, cross-lingual ASR. Our target phoneme error rate on Turkish Broadcast News data improved by 10 % absolute (almost 30 % relative) by porting a robust feature extractor from a well-resourced source language to the target language, and training on mismatched (Babel FLP) data. With a target-domain language model, word error rate improves similarly by about 15 % absolute (30 % relative). Large improvements are also observed for the recognition of scripted speech, independent of training material. The feature extractor does not depend on the target language, so the approach is suitable for rapid prototyping and bootstrapping; we believe it will be even more beneficial for even smaller training corpora (Babel LLP, VLLP).
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